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OPERATOR THEORETICAL REALIZATION
OF SOME GEOMETRIC NOTIONS

LIN QING

ABSTRACT. This paper studies the realization of certain geometric construc-

tions in Cowen-Douglas operator class. Through this realization, some oper-

ator theoretical phenomena are easily seen from the corresponding geometric

phenomena. In particular, we use this technique to solve the first-order equiv-

alence problem and introduce a new operation among certain operators.

The nature of Cowen-Douglas theory is to identify operators of a certain type

with certain geometric objects.

Based on this idea, we work on certain geometric constructions, holomorphic

curves in Gr(n,C2n) (the Grassmannian of n-dim subspaces of C2n) in Part 1

and tensor product of vector bundles in Part 2, and seek their operator theoretical

realization.

Our realization of holomorphic curves in Gr(n, C2") will preserve important

relations, and can be informally viewed as the imbedding of holomorphic curves in

Gr(n, C2n) into the Cowen-Douglas operator class Bn(Yl). Using this realization,

we solve the first-order equivalence problem by explicitly exhibiting two operators

Ti,T2 € Bn(D) such that Ti is not unitarily equivalent to T2 but Ti and T2 have

identical curvatures.

The realization of tensor product of vector bundles gives a natural operation

among Cowen-Douglas operators. Using this operation, certain operator theoretical

phenomena have been clarified naturally. E.g., for certain g G H°°, the correspond-

ing Bergman operator B* is the "square" of the corresponding Toeplitz operator

T*
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PART  1.   OPERATOR THEORETICAL REALIZATION

OF HOLOMORPHIC CURVES IN Gr(n, C2n)

1.1. Introduction. We will state only the main point of Cowen-Douglas theory

here, and refer the reader to [C-D, 1] for further details.

If H is a separable Hilbert space, and Yl is an open connected subset of C, then

the operator class Bn(Yl) is by definition

{TeL(H):     1.    range(T - w) = H, if w G Yl;

2.    dimker(T - w) = n, if w G Yl;

_ 3.    V^en ker(T - w) = H (spanning property)}.
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We call the operators in Bn(Yl) Cowen-Douglas operators.

The fundamental relation between T G Bn(Yl) and the associated n-dim holo-

morphic Hermitian vector bundle over Yl defined by

ET: ker(T-w)

w

is the following identification:

THEOREM A [C-D, 1]. Two operators T and T in Bn(Yl) are unitarily equiv-

alent «• Et and Ef are equivalent as holomorphic Hermitian vector bundles. We

write Et — Ef.

On the other hand, the Calabi Rigidity Theorem gives a perfect identification of a

holomorphic curve (with spanning property)1 7: Yl —y Gr(n, C2n) with its pull-back

of the universal subbundle (i.e. f*(S(n, C2n))).

Our philosophy is they are related through their identified vector bundles.

DEFINITION 1.1.1. Let F = (/,>),,_, be a n x n matrix with H°° entries and let

g G H°°; we define the operator S(g, F) by

S(g,F) = (T*^In ©T*0,J|Graph(T.)

where TF and T*^In are matrix Toeplitz operators acting on row vectors in H2<S>Cn.

It turns out that S(g,F) is the right operator realization of the holomorphic

curve, span(£.): V —► Gr(n,C2n), where D is the open unit disk.

The geometric nature of S(g, F) will be discussed in §1.2 and its operator theo-

retical nature will be discussed in §1.4.

(In this paper, the geometric part of a Cowen-Douglas operator or of a holomor-

phic curve means the geometric part of its corresponding vector bundle.)

1.2. Geometric aspects of this realization. In this section, we will show

that for certain g G H°°, the associated operator S(g,F) belongs to Bn(Q), and

that through this realization, i.e. from the pull-back of the universal subbundle

by span(^): D —► Gr(n,C2n) to Es(g<F)i the important geometric relations are

preserved.

In order to do this, we need to recall the definitions of some geometric invariants.

Let E, E denote two n-dim Hermitian holomorphic vector bundles over an

open connected set Yl C C. Let De denote the canonical connection of E and

D2E = Ke dz dz be its curvature tensor. We sometimes write Ke as K when no

confusion arises.

It is well known that K is a C°° selfadjoint bundle map of E to E.

DEFINITION 1.2.1. If <t>: E —<• E is a C°° bundle map, then define cbz and 0f by

[DE, (j)] = DE<$> - 4>DE = 4>zdz + <p2 dz;

[DE, 4>] is a C°° bundle map of E to E® E'(Yl), where £'(Yl) denotes the set of G°°

1-forms over Yl.

1A holomorphic curve -y in Gr(n,C2") has the spanning property if J3*cn l(z) = C2n. In

this paper, we only consider holomorphic curves with this propety.
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Here <¡>z, (¡>z are clearly bundle maps ofE-^E; they are called the first covariant

derivatives for <f>.

Taking the first covariant derivatives of </>z, 4>z and taking covariant derivatives

of their covariant derivatives, etc., we get higher order covariant derivatives of <j>.

For details see [C-D, 2].

REMARK. Relative to any C°° frame S of E, write Y(S)dz + Y(S)dz for the

connection 1-form matrix of De and <f>(S) for the matrix representation of <j> relative

to S. Then

<pz(S) = [Y(S), 4>(S)} + d<f>(S)/dz,    MS) = [f (5), 4>(S)] + d<f>(S)/dz.

The covariant derivatives of the curvature bundle map Ke give the important

geometric invariants of E.

DEFINITION 1.2.2. Let E, E be n-dim Hermitian holomorphic vector bundles

and let k be a positive integer. We say E is equivalent to order k with E, if for

each 2EÍ1, there is an isometry <pz : Ez —» Ez such that <t>z° X — Xo 4>z-, where x

is a covariant derivative of K with total order < k, but bi-order (p, qf) ̂  (0, fc) or

(k,0), and x is the corresponding covariant derivative for K. (We shall say x has

total order < k and satisfies the bi-order condition.)

For example, E is equivalent to order 1 with E o for each z E Yl, there is an

isometry <f>z : Ez —> Ez such that (¡>z o K = K o <pz. (We say E and E have identical

curvatures.)

THEOREM B [C-D, 2]. If dim E = dimË = n, then E = É o E and Ë are
equivalent to order n.

We list two simple facts related to Definition 1.2.2:

(1) If Yl, Yl C C, g: Yl —» Yl is an analytic function, then Ei and E2 are equivalent

to order k, so are g*(Ei) and g*(E2).

(2) If Ei and E\, E2 and E2 are both equivalent to order k respectively, so are

Ei ®E2 and Éi ®Ë2.
For an explanation of this, see [L].

If Ti and T2 are in Bn(Yl), the relation of Et¡ and ET2 being equivalent to order

k is directly reflected in the relation of Ti and T2.

THEOREM C [C-D, 1]. IfTuT2 G Bn(Yl), then ETl and ET2 are equivalent

to order k o- Ti\-kel^Tl-w)k+' and T2\-kei(T2-w)k+'i are unitarily equivalent for each

w G Yl.

In this situation, we will say Ti and T2 are equivalent to order k.

NOTATION. We will use Û to denote the conjugate of a subset Yl of C and bd(P)

to denote the boundary of D.

The following lemma is a characterization of T* G Bi(Yl) for g G H°°.

LEMMA 1.2.1. If g G H°°, Yl connected open in C, then T* G Bi(YÏ) <=> the

map g: g~l(Ù) —> il is onto and is a conformai equivalence.

PROOF. Recall

(*) (t; - W))kz = 0,

where z G D and kz(c) = 1/(1 - zç) for ç G P.
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" =>• " The mapping g: g 1(Yl) —» Yl has to be injective, because zi ^ z2 in P

implies kZi and kZ2 are linearly independent.

The fact that g = í/_1(íl) —► il is surjective follows from:

(1) ñ C crjT*) = o(Tg) = clos(g(P));

(2) il n ae(Tg) = Yl n ae(T*) is empty;

(3)oe(Tg)Dbd(g(P)). (See[D].)

" <= " Siep 1. Fix any tu = ,3(20) € Œ> then ¡7(2) — w = (a — 20)^(^)-

We claim h is invertible in H°°.

It is trivial to see h G H°° and h is nowhere zero in P.

The invertibility of h in 7/°° follows from observing that for any zn G P,

with 0(2,7) —► w (assume g(zn) G il), we have g~1(g(zn)) = zn —y zq (because

g: g~1(Ù) —y Yl is a conformai equivalence).

Step 2. Let w = g(zo) G il as above. Notice that ker(Tg — w) = 0.

We claim range(Tg -w) = {f €H2: f(z0) = 0}.

This follows from two facts:

(1) [(Tg - w)(f)](z) = (g(z) - w)f(z) = (z- z0)h(z)f(z);

(2) if f(z) = (z- zo)l(z) with / G H2, then

/(*) = [(* - z0)h(z)](l(z)/h(z)) = [(Tg - w)(l/h)](z).

Thus / — (f(zQ)/kzo(z0))kZo G range(T9 - w). Thus Tg — w has closed range and

using formula (*), we have

span(fcfo) 0 range(Tg - w) = H2.

So dim(ker(Tg* - w)) = dim[coker(T9 — w)] = 1, and T* — w is Fredholm of index

1.

This shows T* G Bi(fi).    D

From now on, Ep will denote the holomorphic Hermitian vector bundle

span(fw)'

i
z

where F = {fij)i,j is an n x n matrix of analytic functions on Yl c C; {Ffz\) is

always viewed as a collection of column vectors in C2n.

THEOREM 1.2.2. Ifg€H°candT*eBi{Yl),thenS(g,F)eBn(Yl)forany

F = {fij}ij with each fij G H°°. Moreover

1. Es{giF) = ET; ® Ej, where J(z) = F(g-^(z));

2. Ef and Eg are equivalent to order k •<=> S(g,F) and S(g,G) are equivalent

to order k (where G has entries in H°°).

PROOF. It is trivial to see that S(g,F) G Bn(Yl), since Bn(Yl) is closed under

similarity and S(g,F) ~ T*^In (by the graph mapping x t-y (x,TFx)). We go

directly to 1 and 2.
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1. Observe that k _,,_, is a holomorphic frame of ET-(kw(ç) = 1/(1 — Çw)),

that (rC-rwijT®In)©7(z)(k _,,g> ®/„) is a holomorphic frame of Es(g,F), and that

(7Í2)) ^s a holomorphic frame of Ej. Therefore

(fcFMi) ® ̂  ® J(z)(fc^Mi) ® J») "* fc^(i) 0 ( 7(z) )

is the desired holomorphic isometric bundle map. (In the expression above, both

sides are thought of as collections of n-vectors.)

2. Using the fact (2) following Definition 1.2.2, we see Ej is equivalent to order A;

with Eg o- ES(gtF) and Es(g,G) are equivalent to order k, where Q(z) = G(g~l(z)).

Once we prove "EF and Eg are equivalent to order k ■«■ Ej and Eg are equiv-

alent to order k for g(z) = 2," then the rest follows directly from fact (1).

NOTE. Over the holomorphic frame (F!z\), the connection 1-form matrix of EF

is {(I + F*(z)F(z))~lF*(z)F'(z)} dz and so the matrix of its curvature bundle map

Kef is

-(I + Ft(z)F(z))-l(F'(z))*(I + F(z)F*(z))-1F'(z)    (see [C-D, 1]).

So by the remark following Definition 1.2.1, over the holomorphic frame (Fiz\) the

matrix representations of the covariant derivatives of Kef on Ef are all noncom-

mutative polynomials in F^(z), F^(z) and (I+F*(z)F(z))~1, (I+F(z)F*(z))~1,

i,j > 0. Also such polynomials are canonical in the sense that they are independent

of the choice of F. So for a covariant derivative of Ef, the conjugate of its matrix

(relative to the frame (F)) at z is exactly the corresponding one for Ej (relative to

the frame (j)) at z.

From Definition 1.2.2, the rest of the proof is quite straightforward.    D

Notice that Ep is the pull-back of the universal bundle under the holomorphic

mapping z —► span (Flz\) G Gr(n, C2n); in view of the Calabi Rigidity Theorem,

Theorem 1.2.2 above says the geometry of these realization operators mirrors the

geometry of holomorphic curves in Gr(n, C2").

COROLLARY 1.2.3. // there is a z0 in P (unit disk) with F(z0) = G(z0) = 0,
then S(g,F) = S(g,G) o there are constant unitary matrices V, W such that

VF(z)W = G(z) on P.

PROOF. From Theorems A, B and 1.2.2, this corollary really says that Ef —

Eq <=> 3 constant unitary matrices V, W such that VF(z)W = G(z).

By the Calabi Rigidity Theorem, Ep = Eg o 3 constant 2n x 2n unitary matrix

U=(Ul    U2)

where each Uj is an n x n matrix, such that

\U3    u]){f{z))-{g(z))A{z^

where A(z) is an n x n invertible matrix for each z G P.

" => " We have the identity

(I,0)U*U^FI{z)^=A*(zo)(I,0)^GI{z)>JA(z),
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if z G P which implies I = A*(zo)A(z) and therefore A(z) = A(z0) is unitary.

But <7i + U2F(z) = A(z0) and F(zo) = 0 implies A(z0) = Ui is unitary, hence

U2 = Uz = 0 and U4 is unitary.

So U4F(z) = G(z)Ui in P.

" <= " (V v)(rw) = (gw)^ » D gives £* = £ö-    D

1.3. The first-order equivalence problem. We seek two operators Ti,T2 G

Bn(Yl) such that Ti 7* T2 but Ti|ker(ri_UJ)2 = T2\ker(T2-w)2 for each w G Yl.

Using Theorem C and Theorem 1.2.2, this problem is reduced to a geometric

problem on Gr(n, C2"), namely "Find two holomorphic curves fi,f2 in Gr(n, C2n)

such that fi(S(n,C2n)) and f2(S(n,C2n)) have the same curvature, but are in-

equivalent." Recall first that the Calabi Rigidity Theorem says /*(S(n,C2")) =

f2(S(n,C2")) o /1 and f2 are identical up to a unitary action of C2n.

Second, fix an orthonormal basis of C2n, say ci,..., e27i; then ((ei,..., e2n)X,

(ei,.. -,e2n)Y) —» YTX is a nondegenerated bilinear form. It is not hard to see

that it induces an automorphism of Gr(n, C2n). Call this kind of automorphism a

correlation of Gr(n, C2n).

Recall the Pliicker imbedding of Gr(n, C2n) -» P(A" C2n) is the mapping

span{Zi,..., Zn} —<• span(Zi A Z2 A • • • A Zn).

If P(A" C2n) carries the Fubini-Study metric, then the canonical Kahler struc-

ture of Gr(n, C2n) is induced by this holomorphic imbedding. (See [Chern].)

With this metric on Gr(n, C2n), every correlation of Gr(n, C2ra) is an isometry

and is in fact the unique nontrivial isometric automorphism of Gr(n, C2n) up to

the action of U{2n) on Gr(n,C2n). (See [Chow], [Cowen].)

Fix a correlation composed with a unitary (°¡o) action:

*(íM-n-w-"(ií)Cf).
where F is an n x n matrix, I is the identity n x n matrix and FT is the trans-

pose of F. We shall show that for any holomorphic curve /: Yl —> Gr(n, C2n),

f*(S(n, C2n)) and (4>o f)*(S(n, C2n)) have the same curvature, but there is an /

such that we cannot get (¡> o / by any unitary action on /.

LEMMA 1.3.1. The vector bundles E\, E2 are equivalent to order one •«• for

any C°° frame Sj on Ej (j = 1,2), Ki(Si) is similar to K2(S2) pointwise.

PROOF. Notice that the matrix representation of curvature changes by similarity

under change of frame and the curvature of the canonical connection is selfadjoint.

So Ei is equivalent to order one with E2 o the eigenvalues of Ki and K2 are

the same.    D

In the following two lemmas, we write F = (fij)i,j, F = {fij)i,j, where all /y,

fij are analytic functions on O C C.

LEMMA 1.3.2.   EF and Eft are equivalent to order one.

PROOF. Over the holomorphic frame   Ff
2)

, Ke has matrix

(**) -{I + F*F)-1(F'y(I + FF*)-1F'.
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Using the elementary fact if A, B are invertible matrices, then AB ~ BA and

A ~ AT, it is obvious that (**) is similar to

- {^'(7 + F*F)-1(F'y(I + FF*)}T

= -(I + (FT)*FT)-1[(FT)']*(/ + FT(FT)*)-1(FT)'.    D

LEMMA 1.3.3.   Fix z§ G Yl and suppose that F(zq) = F(zq) = 0, and

F'(z0) = F'(z0) = ■ •. with \Xi\ ¿ \\j[ (if i ï j).

Then EF = EF implies [fij(z)[ = \fij(z)\ for all i,j and z G fí.

PROOF. By Corollary 1.2.3,

Ef — EF o 3 constant unitary nxn matrices

V, W such that VF(z)W S F(z) on Yl

=> VF'(z0)W = F'(z0)

/|Ai

W*
|A2|2

/|Ai
|Aa

|An|V

\

W

/|Ai|2

\Xn\2)

= V
\x2\2

V
V*

\Xn?J
=>W,V are both diagonal.    D

COROLLARY 1.3.4.   Take any F - (fij)ij with

1. fij G H°° and /¿J(0) = 0 for all i,j;
2.

f"(z0)=( ••. ,        \<\i\ï\*A,ifiÏ3\

3- l/ol 7e \fji\ for someij.
Then EF ? EFr.

We can now summarize the solution of the first-order equivalence problem as

follows.
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THEOREM 1.3.5. If n > l, and F is as in Corollary 1.3.4, then S(z,F),
S(z,FT) G Bn(P), S(z,F) and S(z,FT) are equivalent to order one, but they are

not unitarily equivalent.

1.4. The operator theoretical aspect of this realization. We begin with

a powerful theorem of Brown-Douglas-Filmore [BDF].

THEOREM D [BDF]. Two essentially normal operators Ti andT2 are unitarily

equivalent modulo compact operators <=> cre(Ti) = ae(T2) — X and ind(Ti - A) =

ind(T2 — X) whenever X G C — X.

Notice that similarity of the operators Ti and T2 already implies the conditions

on the right of Theorem D.

LEMMA 1.4.1. IfT,S are two bounded linear operators on H such that T is

essentially normal and [T, S] — 0, then

1. Graph(S) is invariant under T(BT;

2. T©T|Graph(S) = Ts is unitarily equivalent to a compact perturbation ofT.

PROOF. I is trivial. For 2, note Ts ~ T via the map </>: x —y (x, Sx). In view of

[BDF], it suffices to show [TS,T*] is compact.

Let P be the orthogonal projection of H © H onto Graph(S), then if x G H,

T¡(<t>(x)) = P(T*x © T*Sx) = 4>(T*x) + P(0 © [T*,S]x).

Define K: Graph(S) — Graph(S) by K(<¡>(x)) = P(0®[T*,S]x).
Note that by Fuglede's theorem in the Calkin algebra (i.e., ts = si, t*t — tt* " => "

t*s = st*) [T*,S] is compact, thus K is a compact operator. Then

t;(4>(x)) = 4>(t*x) + k(4>(x)),

and

rsoT;wi)) = ^rori)+r8o/f(^i)),

T; oTs(<t>(x)) = t;(0(Ti)) = 4>(T* oTx) + KoTs(4>(x)).

Thus [TS,T¡] = 0o ([T,r*])o0-i + [T3,K).    O

THEOREM 1.4.2. IfgeH°°nQC, then S(g,F) S (T;^ + K) ~ T;9In,
where K is a compact operator

QC = (H°°+C(S')) n (H°° + C(S')).

PROOF. Since g is quasi-continuous, T*^In is essentially normal (see [D]); the

lemma above can then be applied.    D

We know very little about the compact operator K in Theorem 1.4.2. One

situation in which we do have some information is that of the following theorem,

here stated without proof.

THEOREM 1.4.3. 7/0 < |a| < 1, then S(z, (z - a)/(1 - za)) S U*_ +K, where

{/+ is the unilateral shift on the orthonormal basis {e„}^L0 and K(e-j) = 0, j > 2,

K(e0) = ae0, K(ei) = be0 with 2|1 + b\2 + \a\2 = 1.
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Part 2. Operator theoretical realization of tensor product
OF VECTOR bundles

We will use the definitions and notations introduced in Part 1. Besides, we shall

use a = (a'1', a'2',.. .,a'n') to denote an ordered n-tuple of vectors in the Hilbert

space H (i.e. a^ G H), and define a*ß = ((ß^\a^))ij, the n x n Gramian

matrix of a and ß, and ||q||2 = tr(a*o;) = Y17=i lla'^ll2- We shall say a J_ ß, if
a*ß = 0.

Moreover, let aj — (otj   , co   ,..., an ) be a sequence of ordered n-tuple vectors,

j = 1,2,_We shall say {aj}fl1 is a linearly independent set, if {a}   : 1 < k <

n, j — 1,2,...} is a linearly independent set in H. We write

span^.,}"!,  = span{ctj ' : 1 < k < n, j = 1,2,...}.

Notice that if 71 is an ordered m-tuple vector and 72 is an ordered n-tuple vector,

then 71 igi f2 is an ordered mn-tuple vector.

2.1.    The operator realization of tensor product of vector bundles.

Theorem A in Part 1 says, for T G Bn(YÏ), T and Et are identified. Now, it is

natural to ask: if Ti G Bm(Yl) and T2 G Bn(Yl), is Et1 <8> Et2 identified with some

operator in Bmn(Yl)¡

The answer is affirmative, and hence we get a natural operation: Bm(Yl) x

Bn(Yl) —y Bmn(Yl). We shall call this operation the "geometric tensor product."

DEFINITION 2.1.1. Let Tx G Bm(Yl), T2 G Bn(Yl), where Tj is defined on Hj

(separable Hilbert space), j = 1,2. We define the subspace H(Ti) * H(T2) of

Hi ® H2 by

H(TX) * H(T2) = span[ker(Ti - z) ® ker(T2 - z)]

and the operator Ti * T2 by

Ti*T2 = (Ti ®/)|i/(T,)*i/(T2)-

Observe that H(Ti) * H(T2) is a common invariant subspace of Tx <g> I and I ® T2.

Thus Ti *T2 is well defined. Moreover (Ti ® I)\h(t,)*h(t2) = (7® T2)\H{Tl),H{T2)

and im *T-2|| ̂mindlT-xlhHTzll).

LEMMA 2.1.1.   Let W be any open subset of Yl, then

H(Ti) * 77(T2) = span[ker(Ti - z) <gi ker(T2 - z)],
z€W

where Ti, T2 are as in Definition 2.1.1.

PROOF. Let 7,- be a global holomorphic frame of ET] (cf. [G]), j = 1,2. By
Definition 2.1.1,

H(Ti) * 77(T2) = span{7i(z) O l2(z) : zeYl}.

Also,

span[ker(Ti - z) <g> ker(T2 - z)] — span{7i(z) (g) f2(z) : z G W}.
z£W

The lemma then follows from the application of the Identity Theorem in complex

analysis.    O
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THEOREM 2.1.2. Let Ti G Bm(Yl) and T2 G Bn(Yl), then Tj * T2 G Bmn(Yl)

and ETi *r2 = ETl ® ET2 ■

PROOF. Step Y We claim that for each z G Yl,

ker(Tj * T2 - z) = ker(Ti - z) ® ker(T2 - z).

Fix z G n, since (Tj*T2)-z = [(Ti-z)®I]\h{Ti).h(t2), clearly ker[(T!*T2)-z] D

ker(T¡ - z) ® ker(T2 - z).

Conversely, for any x G 77i <g> H2 write x — xi + x2 + y, where

xi G ker(Tj - z) ® ker(T2 - z),        x2 G ker(Tj - z) ® [ker(T2 - z)]-1,

ye\kev(T1-z)]±®H2.

Notice that since (Ti — z) ® I and 7 ® (T2 — z) are both onto, as linear mappings

[(Tx -z)®I]\[kei{Tl-z)}i-®H2 and [I® (T2 - z)]\Hl®[kei{T2-z)]± are both invertible.

Now, if x G ker(Ti * T2 - z), then [(Tj - z) ® I]y = [(Ti * T2) - z]x = 0,

so y = 0; moreover [7 ® (T2 - z)]x2 = [(Ti * T2) - z]x = 0, so x2 = 0. Thus

x = xi G ker(Ti - z) ® ker(T2 - z).

Step 2. We claim Ti *T2-z is onto for each zeYl. (Notice that Tx*T2 G Bmn(Yl)

will then follow from Step 1 and Step 2.)

Since Ti*T2-z = (Ti-z)* (T2 - z) (by Definition 2.1.1), it will be enough if

we assume 0 G H and get a right inverse of Ti * T2.

Let Sj = Tf(T3Tf)-1, j = 1,2. It is easy to see (1) T3Sj = id for j = 1,2;

(2) if e-j is an orthonormal basis of ker Tj (j = 1,2), then (1 - zSj)~1ej is a local

holomorphic frame of Et, near 0 (j = 1,2) and ej _L SjCj for all k > 1.

Let [|z| <r]cO such that the two series J2T=o zk(Sjej)> J — 1.2, b°tb converge

in this disk. Then by Lemma 2.1.1,

span
0<|2|<r   (^ Lfc=0

Y^zk(Skiei) Y.z\Sk2e2)
k=0

H(Ti)*H(T2).

If P is the orthogonal projection of 77i onto kerTi, then the following computa-

tion shows H(Ti) * H(T2) is invariant under (Si ® I) + (P ® S2):

[(Si ®I) + (P® S2)] \    ¿ zkSïe1 J ® ( £ zkSke2

= E^5ifcc/c+l £^2fc+1e2

J2zkSkei
k=l

CX)

ZzkSkei

Lfc=o

¿2zkS*e3

k=l

[ei ®e2],

for all 0 < \z\ < r.

Now, it becomes clear that (Si ® I) + (P ® S2) is a right inverse of TX*T2.

Finally, Ti *T2 is identified with ETl ®Et2, i.e. ETi*t2 — ETl ®ET2 is a trivial

consequence of Step 1.    □
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2.2. Partial transformation induced by geometric tensor product. Fix

S G Bi(Yli) and consider the transformation

T^S*T

(Bn(Yl2) to Bn(Yli flfi2)). We shall prove that if S is almost the backward unilateral

shift then S * T ~ S® idc» •
The philosophy of this proof is that "we can read T G Bn(Yl) in a different way

by reading Et in a different way."

DEFINITION 2.2.1. Let T G Bn(Yl), where Yl is a component of C - ae(T). A
holomorphic frame 7 of ET (defined near z0 G O) will be said to be normalized at

zq if 7* (zq)"í(z) = 7„ wherever 7 is defined.

Notice that if 7 is as in the definition above, then 7(20) -L (dk^/dzk)(zo) for all

fc> 1.
DEFINITION 2.2.2. If T G Bn(Yl) and Yl is a component of C - oe(T), then for

each zn €= Yl, we define the number 72(T, zrf) by

max{r < d(zo,ae(T)) :  for each [z — zo| < r, there is no nontrivial

subspace of ker(T - z) perpendicular to ker(T — zo)}.

(Notice: there is no nontrivial subspace of ker(T — z) perpendicular to ker(T — zq)

<=>■ for any basis qz of ker(T-z) and basis ~jZo of ker(T-zo), we have det[7*072] ^ 0.)

It is easy to see that R(T,zq) is invariant under unitary equivalence of T and

R(T,z0) > 0 always.

LEMMA 2.2.1. LetT G Bn(Y¡) andassumeü isa component of C — ae(T). Fix

zo G fi. Then there is a holomorphic frame defined on the entire disk {z: \z — zo\ <

R(T,zq)} which is normalized at zq.

PROOF. Let 7 be a global holomorphic frame of Et on fi; then

7(z) = 7(*)[r(*)7(*)]-M?(*tf(*)]1/a

works.    D

LEMMA 2.2.2. Let 0 G fi, T G Bn(Yl) and 0 < r < R(T,0). Let 7 be the

holomorphic frame of Et as defined in the lemma above. Then there is an or-

thonormal basis {ej : j > 0, 1 < k < n} (ej = (el ',ei , ...,e~n')) such that

7(z) = eo + ^jLi ejBj(z), where the Bj(z) 's are n x n matrices of analytic func-

tions on \z\ < R(T,0).   Moreover, if \\Bj\\j d=  sup¡zi<r[Tr(B*(z)Bj(z))], then

£~ill^ll2<+°o.

PROOF. Notice that {(dk^/dzk)(0)}^7Q is a linearly independent set spanning

H (see [C-D,l, §1]). Also 7(0) 1 (dk1/dzk)(0) for all k > 1 and 7(0) is an
orthonormal set.

We shall show that Gram-Schmidt orthonormalization {ej}JLQ of the set

{(dkf/dzk)(0)}'£Lo is a right choice of our orthonormal basis.

Let Hj = span{(dS/dzfc)(0) : 0 < k < j} for each j > 0.

Let e0 = 7(0) and, for each j > 1, let ej — {ej,... ,ej. ) be an orthonormal

basis of Hj Q Hj-i.
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Thus {e•   : 1 < l < n, j = 0,1,2,...} is an orthonormal basis of 77 and for each

k > 1 we have

x    '     »=i

where A^ is an n x n constant matrix.

, nn 1*1 <- fí(T flï anrl VNow 7(z) = £°Li(Ei=i etAtJ)zJ+eo on |z| < 7?(T,0) and E°li ^ = e*7(z)

is convergent in M(n, C).

Let ££=1 A02¿ = z'i,(2) = Bt(z). Then

7(z) =e0 + £e¿Bt(z)    for |z| < 7i(T,0).

7 = 1

For A G M(n, C), write ||A||2 = tr(A*A).

Assume 0 < r < 6 < R(T,0) and ||7(z)|| = £°10 HzM^z)!!2 < M for |z| < 6.

By the maximum principle, on |z| < 6, we have

||<5lA,(z)||2 < sup HfM.WII2 < sup ||7(Ç)||2 < M.
Iíl=« lfl=«

Thus
oc

■Il

£ ||5,||2 = £ sup ||zMt(z)||2 < £ sup |kM7(z)||2 Q

7=1

Our next lemma is a generalization of Lemma 1.1.1.

IfAG77°°(8>M(n,C),let||A||2X) =f UtrA'Alloo. It is easy to see ||TA|| < pH«,,

where T¿ is the matrix analytic Toeplitz operator acting on 772 ® Cn = 77 (as row

vectors).

Now, if {Fic}'j¡°_1 is a sequence of nxn matrices, each of them having all entries

in 77°°, with ¿T=i \\Fk\\lo < °°. then <f>: H -» 77 © 77 © ■ • • defined by

f^f®TFJ®TFJ®---

is clearly a bounded linear and bounded below mapping; denote its range by R.

LEMMA 2.2.3. Ifge H°°nQC, let SR(g) denote (T^In®T^In ©•••)!«•

Then SR(g) = (T*^¡n + K) ~ T*9In, where K is a compact operator.

PROOF. The operator SR(g) is similar to T*^In via </>. By [BDF], it suffices to

show SR(g) is essentially normal. Let P be the orthogonal projection of 77©Tí © ■ • •

onto 7?, then

(SR(g)r(4>(f)) = P{Tg®in(f) © (Tg9ÍHoTFl(f)) © (V°^(/)) ©■"}

- 0(ra®/B (/)) + P(o © Li(/) © l2 (/)©••• ),

where Lj = [Tg®¡n,TF] which is compact.

Notice that \\Lj\\ <*2||ff||oo ° II^IU, 3 > 1-
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Denote the bounded linear mapping / -> 0 © ¿i(/) © L2(f) © • • • by 0 © Lx ©

L2 © • • • (77 into 77 © 77 © • • • ).

Set Koo = P o (0 © Li © L2 © • • • ) o (h-1 and set

Kj=Po(Q®L1@..-@ Lj-i © Lj © 0 © 0 © • • • ) o (j)-1.

Then Kj is compact and Kj —* K^ follows from

IK^oo -Äi)0(/)||2<     £    ||¿fc(/)||2o<
fc=J + l

,Ct.

Finally, using (SA(ff))*0(/)) - <t>(Tg®In(f)) + Ä00M/)), we can directly check

[5Ä(ff),(SÄ(i))'] = 0o [T^T^rJ O0-1 + [S^g),^].    O

Now, we are ready to prove the main result of this section.

THEOREM 2.2.4. For anyT G B„(Yl) (where Yl is a component ofC-oe(T))

and zq G fi, let 0 < r < 7?(T, zo) and (j(z) = zq + rz.  Then

Tg *T= (T;®/n + K) ~ Tg*^/n,

w/iere Tí is a compact operator.

PROOF. Without loss of generality, we assume zq = 0 G fi. Let 7(z), {^(z)}^!.,

be as in Lemma 2.2.2, and write B3(z) = Bj(z). Then by Lemma 2.2.2, the linear

mapping

<t>:f^f®nl0g{f)®n20g{f)®.-.

is bounded and clearly bounded below. Let Rt = range(</>) and

SRr(g) = (T¡®in © T*^In © • • • )|ñr.

By Lemma 2.2.3, the theorem will be true once we show SRr(g) = T* * T.

This last equivalence is achieved by the holomorphic isometric bundle map from

Fsr  (9) to Et-*t (both over the disk rP)

[kg>z) ® In] © Bi(z)k9(z) © B2(z)kg[z) ©-y kgiz) ® 7(z)

where Q(z) = g_1(z) and kz(£) = 1/(1 -fz) is the reproducing kernel of the Hardy

space.    □

COROLLARY 2.2.5.   7/z0 = 0 andT, Yl, g, r are all as above, then \\T* *T\\ =

\\Tg-\\ = r.

PROOF.   By Definition 2.2.1, ||T* * T|| < ||T*|| = r; also by Weyl's theorem

about the spectrum of a compact perturbation (see [H]),

||T9V+7í||=r||Ts0/n+7f/r||>r.    D

COROLLARY 2.2.6.   If z0 = 0 and T G Bn(Yl), R(T,0) > 1, then

T;*T*i{T;9In+K)~T;9In,

where K is a compact operator.
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DEFINITION 2.2.3. Let J be the set of Cowen-Douglas operators T with 0 G

C-oe(T) and 7i;(T, 0) > 1. Then we define the transformation ip: J -► (JtT=i Bn(D)

by t/,(T) = T; * T.
What is this transformation good for? In addition to Corollaries 2.2.5, 2.2.6, we

have "Ti and T2 are equivalent to order k <=>• tp(Ti) and ip(T2) are equivalent to

order jfc (in particular, Tx S T2 o ip(Ti) = ip(T2))? "T and ip(T) have the same

reducibility." Some other properties of this transformation were discussed in [L].

Before we studied the transformation, we had the Fourier and Laplace transfor-

mations in mind. But it turns out the flavor is quite different. Further modification

of the transformation or a new way of studying this transformation is expected.

2.3. The square transformation induced by geometric tensor product.

DEFINITION 2.3.1. We define the square transformation Y: Bi(Yl) -► Bi(Yl) by

T(T) = T*T.

THEOREM 2.3.1.   7/Ti,T2 G 5i(fi) andTi~T2, thenY(Ti) ~Y(T2).

PROOF. Let T2 = Q~XTXQ, where Q is an invertible operator. Then T2 ® I =
(Q-l®Q-1)(Ti®I)(Q®Q).

Notice that

77(T2) * 77(T2) = (Ç"1 ® Q"1)^^) * 77(Ti)].

Now it is easy to check that the following diagram commutes:

H(T2)*H(T2) ^2®U     H(T2)*H(T2)

Q~l®Q~l Q~l®Q~

H(Ti)*H(Ti) -2Ä 77(Ti)*77(Ti).    □

Since the curvature of T is exactly one half of the curvature of Y(T), so we have

Theorem 2.3.2.  IfTuT2 g 5i(fi), then Tj =T2 o Y(Ti) = Y(T2).

THEOREM 2.3.3. If g G 77°° and T* G Bi(Yl), then Y{T*) = B*, the corre-

sponding Toeplitz operator on the Bergman space.

PROOF. From Lemma 1.2.1, we know g : g~1(Ù) —y fi is a conformai equivalence.

For B*, if we repeat the proof of Lemma 1.2.1 word by word, it is easy to see

5*G7?i(fi).

Let ßz(0 = 7T-1(1 - c»~2 be the Bergman kernel. Recall B*(ßz) = g(z)ßz, so

the mapping

fc _.,-. ® k _,,_. —y ß _,,_. (z G fi)9   '(«) 9   '(*) ^9   '(*) v '

gives a holomorphic isometric bundle map from Et-*t- to Eb~-    □

It is well known that for each ip G C(clos(P)), T$\ , and B^ are unitarily equiv-

alent up to compact perturbation (see [CO]). We pose a problem here (related to

Theorem 2.3.3):

Let ip G C(S1) with harmonic extension <j> to P.   If T^ G 7?i(fi), do we have

nn) = B¿i
We hope this approach can lead to a rediscovery of the fact: 73* is not unitarily

equivalent to any Toeplitz operator on Hardy space.
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